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With the rapid development of science and technology and the national economy, 
the demand for high-quality electric power in industrial production is growing. 
However, the use of modern electronic equipment and nonlinear load made the 
power increasingly serious polluted, power quality has been more and more 
concerned to the electricity sectors and its customers.  
Firstly, from the development process of power quality research, to the status 
quo development of power quality analyzing software at home and abroad, and then 
to the standardization of the definition and term for power quality. This paper 
describe the definition and restrict value of the indexes which be mentioned in six 
criterions in power quality made by our country: voltage deviation, frequency 
deviation, harmonic in public supply network, voltage fluctuation and flicker, 
three-phase voltage unbalance and temporary and transient over-voltages. Related 
with these criterions and the transient events which be concerned, then give out the 
indexes which will be analyzed in this system. 
Then, the paper proposed the thought and the overall scheme of the real-time 
power quality monitoring and analyzing system based on designed and implement 
the power quality index analyzing software as server according to the scheme. 
Subsequently, the paper discuss the software performance demanding, the software 
architecture and circumstance for software development, then introduce the main 
technologies be used through the development process. The function modules of the 
system based on the c# language under .NET three-layer framework is discussed in 
the software design. The function modules of the system include the database 
connecting, measure managing, group managing, user managing, analyzing and 
evaluation of indexes, report generation and criterion setting module, etc. 
The result proves that the system can meet the most requirement of designation 
for the power quality index analyzing and managing system, can run efficiently after 
primary test, make positive effect in enhancing the level of the power network 
supervision and management, establish the foundation for the implement of power 
quality monitoring and analyzing system based on distributed.  
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